Introduction
Alright, let’s lay this all out. I’ve never been a fan of magics. Back when he was a nobody
classic member, I had my first interaction with him. My trial at the time, MattTheCat, slayed
him for ctflashing, after which magics kicked up a huge stink and said to him that he would
“get rid of [his] trial”. Later on, magics was slayed for vent camping by MK Mike. He spent 2
hours wasting seniors’+ time shouting at Just Peter about how it wasn’t a fair slay, before
everyone (even former manager ONIONZZZ, eventually) agreed that it was a fat camp.
(view the camp here). Really though, these are small time issues from the ancient past. His
actions lately are far more serious. I have to make it clear that the doxxing itself doesn’t
concern me. My name and face have been available since before I started playing on DS.
What concerns me is that the owner of this community, who has no checks or balances on
his behaviour, is acting in this way. This complaint violates no rules of Domination Servers
(except rule 1). It does not dox any players. There is no reason for the complaint to be
deleted, or for me to be banned.

Dugglez loses some friends
In high school, despite what you may think, I had some friends. For the purposes of this
complaint, I will refer to three of them with their online names, “Fraxture”, “Lakimxx” and
“Kurama33”. In late 2020 or early 2021, I introduced them to the DS rusty group, as we often
played rust together and I knew the boys in the rusty group. This is how they met magics,
whom they would often meet with in real life, at shisha bars and other places. At the start of
this year, I cut ties with them, as I didn’t want to associate with them anymore, for various
reasons. They weren’t particularly happy about this, and began trying to seek revenge as I
had supposedly wronged them. This led to the first incident with magics.

Aiding and Abetting Doxxers, pt. 1
One night, Magics and my 3 “friends” were up late, and decided to do a little trolling. They
had told magics how frustrated they were that I had disappeared from them without a
reason. Magics then proposed that he invite them to my discord, the duggcord, which was
for DS people only. The next morning, I awoke to this DM. I also saw mentions in the
then-dead duggcord, and knew something was up. I found that, among other things, a hardly
flattering photo of my face had been posted (by mattmeister, an alias of lakimxx). Now, even
though, as I mentioned earlier, I didn’t really care that pictures of my face were out there, it
was still a shock, as this was the first major thing they had done since I cut ties with them. I
was confused as to why a manager of a jailbreak server would do something like this. This is
an act more appropriate for a lowly degenerate. I had mentioned this incident in passing to
other higher-ups, but sides had clearly already been taken prior to these events. The issuing
of punishments in discords outside of DS is a murky and situational area, and in this case no
ban was handed out. I didn’t create a ban request, but magics certainly didn’t feel like taking
any action against a doxxing that he knew about and had directly caused in a DS-related
discord. I wonder why he didn’t want to ban for this? You can view my POV as I woke up that
morning and saw myself looking back at me in the duggcord here.

A mates’ club
Now this is going on a bit of a limb here, but I think the signs are fairly obvious as to what
happened. Prior to the first incident, I had purchased treehouse passes for Fraxture,
Kurama33 and Lakimxx. After the fact, I refunded it, and they lost their roles. A while later,
the three of them (as I recall, though I am only certain that Fraxture had them) had been
given not only the treehouse role back, but also the legendary and ultimate vip roles. First of
all, let’s discuss the ways that they could’ve got the treehouse role. Combined, the three of
them would not have more than 10 hours on jb, and certainly not enough to get the credits to
buy the roles themselves. Fraxture himself has 0.12 hours at the time of writing. Next, let’s
consider ultimate VIP. Why would Fraxture, a broke TAFE student who struggles to scrounge
up enough money for weed, spend 150 dollars on, given he doesn’t play the server, a
coloured name on a discord server? The obvious explanation is that magics simply handed
the roles out after I had their treehouses revoked. I couldn't really care less about the colours
of names on a discord, but for people like Sebastian who’ve spent hundreds on multiple
purchases of ultimate VIP, it’s hardly fair for someone to be given equivalent status without
any of the input.

Aiding and Abetting Doxxers, pt. 2
After the first incident, I gave magics the benefit of the doubt. Maybe he invited my “friends”
to the duggcord and they did something that he didn’t expect, and then after that, maybe he
accidentally said this, when he was actually trying to warn me that my dox had been posted
in my discord. Eventually, I moved on, and he even apologised (?) for it later. Months
passed, and I continued living rent free in the minds of “Fraxture” and “Lakimxx”. Every so
often, I would see a comment posted on one of my YouTube videos calling it “gay”, or an old
snapchat group being brought up with a message saying “fuck you [dugglez]”. On the 25th of
August (coincidentally, the 2nd anniversary of me getting trial), I was doxxed again, except
this time it was in DS, not the duggcord. A link to an unlisted YouTube video of an English
project from 2019 was posted at 10:43 PM in the general channel. After the message “fuck
dugglez” in this screenshot, the link was posted (it had been deleted by the time I’d got
there). Now, you might say that this was a simple lone wolf attack. DS is a public discord,
Fraxture could simply have had it in his mind that he was going to do that. Unlike last time, I
have no evidence to connect magics to this event occurring. I do, however, have evidence of
magics allowing it to go on. As you can see here, magics was online and in general two
minutes prior to the link being posted. And as you can see here, magics was online and
checked general at most two hours later. Neither of these times, however, did magics
choose to delete the video. Instead another two hours passed until APender was shaken
from his slumber and deleted the video. Why would magics have left the video up there if not
for the fact that he silently approved of it? Later that day, I received a message on an alt that
Fraxture had that I thought was someone else's (hence the question marks). I can tell you
from personal experience that while Fraxture is pathetic, he isn’t in the business of
apologising. Why would magics ask Fraxture to apologise to me? A guilty conscience,
perhaps?

Conclusion
In summary, magics is a dreadful manager. The actions that I’ve detailed are incontrovertibly
malicious. If you get in his bad books, don’t expect any help from him in terms of defending
your rights as a player. In fact, you should expect him to actively support people who dox
you. If you are his friend though, happy days. Free VIP roles! The events I’ve documented
here are everything you can expect and more from the continued management of magics as
we head into Oceanic Servers. The change between the manipulative, egomaniacal and
emotional ownership under ONIONZZZ and the equally egomaniacal, pathetic and infantile
ownership under magics is almost unnoticeable. Now, since magics will laugh this off as he
does any criticism (better than his predecessor in that respect), this is mainly for the people
who follow him. I’m sure that life on the staff team is just peachy (unless you reply “cool” to
one of magics’ messages), but don’t forget that, even if you dedicate yourself tirelessly to the
community, one false step and you’ll end up like pods, disrespected and outcast. Some may
feel the need to overlook these incidents, as their allegiance is not necessarily to magics but
to the community itself. To these people, I say, what’s the point of preserving this
community? From what I hear, all the funny people have been replaced by nazi preb
wardens. Why would you bother trying to save such a pitifully uncreative community, that it
needs to extend a competition for non-map games by another two weeks, because nobody
can think of a single (let alone three) games that aren’t guess the mag or I spy? To the few
remaining active admins out there, don’t forget to ponder who it is you are serving under. A
person who provably took no action against two doxxings and perhaps even orchestrated
them. An amoral cretin truly deserving of the epithet of degenerate.

